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Presentation Notes
Introductions; slide 1 
Vicki; slides 2 through 18 (17 total)
Barry; slides 19 through 53 (35 total)  
Vicki; slides 54 through 63 (10 total)
Discussion; slide 64 
   





 

Washington University School of Medicine


 

Duke University


 

Carpenters District Council
◦

 

Currently 900 apprentice members, was 2,400
◦

 

90% of residential workforce in STL is unionized


 

Carpenters’
 

Joint Apprenticeship Program
◦

 

Apprentices work residential, commercial or both
◦

 

Jointly supported by the union and local contractors
◦

 

Instructors are journeymen with college degree
◦

 

4-year on-the-job training program
◦

 

Attend 2-week training sessions every 6 months
◦

 

Facilities include classrooms and large shops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICKI: The primary site of our work is at the Carpenters Joint Apprenticeship Program for the Saint Louis metropolitan area. This is a joint union and contractor program in which there are 2400 actively enrolled apprentices working to complete a 4-year training program. Each apprentice typically attends class two times each year for two weeks each session. 

All carpenters who attend the apprenticeship program are union members under the local carpenter’s district council. The council represents 90% of the residential carpenters’ workforce in the metro area, which is the largest unionized residential workforce in a single geographic area in the United States.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Residential Unit; 1st Year Training Level, Subfloor Framing and Sheathing.   





 

Construction is a dangerous industry
◦

 
1,178 fatal work injuries in 2007 (BLS 2007)
◦

 
35% fatalities due to falls



 

Residential construction 
◦

 
43% fatalities due to falls (BLS 2007)
◦

 
Challenges in residential construction


 

Small work crews, fast-paced


 

No permanent job sites, geographically dispersed, 
rapidly changing environment



 

Falls remain a leading cause of morbidity and 
mortality in construction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most all of you here are aware that construction is a dangerous industry. In fact, 1,178 fatal work injuries occurred in 2007, and 35% of the fatalities were due to falls. 

Within the residential construction sector, 43% of fatalities are due to falls. Many challenges are associated with working in the residential construction sector. Work crews are generally small, and their work is extremely fast. They are putting up homes in a matter of 2 or 3 weeks. Another major challenge is that there are no permanent job sites, in which to place environmental controls or to easily regulate or reinforce safety practices.  As the house is constructed, the environment and the associated safety hazards change. 

Despite the considerable knowledge of risk factors and prevention strategies, falls remain a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in the construction trades.





Phase I

Phase III

Phase II

Comprehensive 
Needs Assessment

Fall Prevention Training 
Curriculum Changes

Evaluation of 
Effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are currently conducting a three phase project that addresses the issue of falls in residential construction, by a modification of the curriculum at a local carpenter training program. 

The first phase included a comprehensive needs assessment of the baseline fall prevention training program for apprentice carpenters. We wanted to understand why carpenters working in the residential sector are at a greater risk of falls than commercial carpenters. More specifically, we wanted to identify how well the current apprentice training prepared apprentices to meet the fall risks and challenges of residential construction, and identify opportunities for improvement. 

Various sources of information was gathered about where problems lie that could potentially be related to falls. Once these problems were identified, the results were used to drive the development and implementation of curricular changes and new teaching methods related to fall protection within the program. The final phase of the project will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of these curricular changes and modifications in the program. 




Phase I

Phase III

Phase II

Comprehensive 
Needs Assessment

Fall Prevention Training 
Curriculum Changes

Evaluation of 
Effectiveness



 

Current Fall Prevention Training


 

Focus Groups


 

Residential Worksite Audits


 

Questionnaires

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have already completed the first phase of the project, where we analyzed the current apprenticeship training. This included assessing the curriculum to determine if, and when, hazards and circumstances documented from past surveillance of residential falls are specifically addressed, as well as regulations designed to prevent falls specified by OSHA. Focus groups and questionnaires were used to evaluate apprentice carpenters, allowing us to identify and describe their knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs regarding fall prevention behavior. Experienced, or journeyman, carpenters visited home building worksites to complete audits. The journeymen observed behaviors of the workers at that site, and briefly interviewed a few working carpenters that were present. These audits allowed us to directly observe the behaviors of apprentices at the worksite, and their interactions with other crew members. 





 

5 focus group of apprentices 
at different stages of training 
◦

 
36 total participants



 

197 worksite audits
◦

 
510 brief worker surveys
◦

 
95.5% of those asked for 
interviews agreed 



 

1,025 questionnaires
◦

 
98.8% response rate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, a significant amount of information was collected. We held focus groups with 36 apprentices and 1,025 questionnaires were collected for a response rate of 98.8%. 197 worksite audits were performed, including 510 brief worker surveys.



 







 

Work at heights early in career


 

Apprentices perform many tasks prior to 
training, including tasks at elevations



 

Frequently assigned high risk tasks


 

Crewmembers frequently perform tasks 
unsafely & instruct them to do the same



 

Are hesitant to ask for instruction or to 
question methods that appear unsafe



 

Fear layoff if refuse to do a task they 
don’t know how to do or they think is 
too risky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, Apprentices are exposed to dangerous tasks very early in their careers.  





 

Trained carpenters 
perform audit



 

All or none scoring
◦

 

Meets safety criteria
◦

 

Does not meet criteria
◦

 

Not observed during 
audit



 

Mean domain scores 
computed



 

Electronic Library of 
Construction Safety & 
Health
◦

 

http://www.elcosh.org/



 

52-item observational 
audit –

 
St. Louis Audit of 

Fall Risks (SAFR)
◦

 

General Safety (3) 
◦

 

Floor Joist & Sub-floor (3) 
◦

 

Floor Opening (6)
◦

 

Wall Opening (2)
◦

 

Truss Setting (6)
◦

 

Roof Sheathing (7)
◦

 

Ladders (10) 
◦

 

Scaffolds (13)
◦

 

Personal Fall Arrest (2)



 

Brief worker interview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SAFR based on feedback from focus group, other instruments used in research, OSHA construction standards and residential guidelines.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide demonstrates the frequency that items scored within the domain met safety criteria.
This ranged from 89% for personal fall arrest to 28% for truss setting. We are especially concerned about truss setting, since workers are at the highest elevation of the home during this operation, and frequently cranes are bringing in the scaffolds, which creates another hazard.
We were happy to see that roof sheathing and scaffolds scored fairly well, 80% & 77%, but very concerned that floor openings scored only 42%, since floor opening hazards are present throughout the build time.
The mean safety compliance we found was 59%, which is similar to that documented by researchers in both commercial and residential sites.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide demonstrates the frequency that items met safety criteria.
This ranged from 0% for installation of the 1st 2 trusses from stable surface, to 100% for wearing harness properly, using a ladder jack walk board that was at least 12” wide, and pump jack posts are properly braced and secured. 
We are especially concerned about the low rates of compliance observed for the items demonstrated on this slide.
Extension ladders 
Extension ladders secured 22% 
Step ladders used properly 51%, they were frequently used leaning on the building.
Install floor joists from stable surface 18% 
Install roof trusses from stable surface 7% 
Warning lines at unguarded floor openings 18% 
Control access meet safety criteria 2% 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reported crew behavior was unsafe for many tasks.
Despite apprentices reporting a high level of unsafe crew behaviors, they overwhelmingly agreed that safety was a priority at the worksite

And most apprentices were confident that they could prevent themselves from falling at work, despite reporting many unsafe behaviors among their work crews.
�There appears to be a disconnect between apprentices’ perception of work climate and work crew behaviors.






 

Falls
◦

 
16% fell from height 
in previous year

◦
 

51% knew someone who had
fell from height in last year

◦
 

29% of all falls were from ladders, 18% truss/top 
plate, 17% floor openings



 

Those who fell
◦

 
Fewer journeymen on site for mentorship
◦

 
40% more likely to report unsafe crew behaviors
◦

 
Twice as likely to work residential construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of those that were surveyed, 16% reported sustaining a fall in the previous year. Fortunately, most of these falls did not result in serious injury or lost time. 29% of these falls occurred off of a ladder. We also learned that over half of the apprentices reported that they knew of someone who had fallen from a height while at work. When we compared apprentices who fell with those that did not, we found that apprentices who fell had fewer journeymen at their worksite for mentorship, were 40% more likely to report unsafe co-worker behaviors and were twice as likely to work residential construction than commercial. Thus our concern for residential apprentices and their risk for falls.

Despite most of the apprentice falls occurring from ladders, ladders were perceived as the lowest risk of all tasks performed by carpenter apprentices. Ladder use was identified as the least likely task for an apprentice to receive training prior to working in the field.





 

Risk perceptions by task
◦

 
Steep pitch roofs
◦

 
Setting trusses 
◦

 
Working on the top plate
◦

 
Unprotected openings
◦

 
Ladders perceived as low risk



 

Confidence is high
◦

 
Feel they can prevent
themselves from falling

◦

 
Feel they can perform work tasks safely

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also learned from the focus groups and questionnaires that apprentices preferred to learn using more involved and hands-on methods. Many comments specified wanting to spending less time in the classroom, and more time in the workshop. 

Perceptions of safety varied according to the work task of the apprentice. It appeared as though as the height from the ground increased, so did the perceptions of safety behaviors that were required by these apprentices. For example, work on steeply pitched roof was rated as the most risky task, followed by setting trusses, working on the top plate, and working at unprotected openings and edges. 

Unlike ladders, training on these tasks are included in the curriculum. In fact, tasks that are performed the least often, for example, working on a steeply pitched roof, have the most training, whereas tasks that occur more frequently, such as ladder use, have much less instruction in class. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSHA knowledge did not improve much, if any, in most areas, perhaps a reflection of the additional hands-on shop training while scaling back time in the classroom.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training showed improvement in all areas, some significant.  





 

Apprentices like
◦

 
Learning by doing
◦

 
Practicing tasks and skills in shop
◦

 
Real world examples and stories



 

Apprentices dislike
◦

 
Reading the OSHA regulation book
◦

 
Listening to long lectures
◦

 
Sitting in a classroom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The instructors put considerable time and effort into designing the fall prevention curriculum to meet the needs identified in the baseline assessment. Part of this design included specific training priorities , including tasks apprentices frequently  performed early in their career, tasks reported performing prior to receiving training, and tasks reported or observed to be performed unsafely at worksites. Specific areas include ladder use, work around floor openings, truss setting and scaffold use. To meet these priorities, training methods were matched to training objectives.








 

Most falls occur from ladders



 

Ladders used frequently at the worksite



 

Most apprentices not trained to use ladders



 

Ladder knowledge is lacking



 

Ladders perceived least risky work task



 

Many unsafe ladder behaviors reported



 

Many unsafe ladder behaviors observed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ladder use is one of the most dange
Most falls occur from ladders: 29%
Ladders used frequently on the job:                          97% step ladders & 96% extension ladders
Most apprentices are not trained to use ladders:                                    53% step ladder training & 44% extension ladder
Ladders perceived as posing a low risk of falling
3.2 step & 4.8 extension ladder on 0-10 scale
Many unsafe ladder behaviors reported:             39% use step ladder leaning on wall always or often
Many unsafe ladder behaviors observed on audit: Step ladders used leaning at 49% of sites
66% knew extension ladders need to be secured at both top and bottom, but only observed this on audits 22% of time
rous tasks apprentices face, but, most do not perceive ladders as that dangerous. 
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Changes
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Develop


 

Integrate


 

Monitor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BARRY: The data we initially collected was used to drive the second phase of our project. Using results from the first phase, we identified fall prevention training priorities and training methods that could be integrated into the current curriculum. 







 

Frequently performed tasks
◦

 
Tasks performed early in career
◦

 
Tasks performed prior to receiving training
◦

 
Tasks reported/observed as unsafe during audits



 

Priority tasks include:
◦

 
Ladder use –

 
9 objectives

◦
 

Floor openings –
 

6 objectives
◦

 
Truss setting –

 
8 objectives

◦
 

Scaffold use –
 

5 objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The instructors put considerable time and effort into designing the fall prevention curriculum to meet the needs identified in the baseline assessment. Part of this design included specific training priorities , including tasks apprentices frequently  performed early in their career, tasks reported performing prior to receiving training, and tasks reported or observed to be performed unsafely at worksites. Specific areas include ladder use, work around floor openings, truss setting and scaffold use. To meet these priorities, training methods were matched to training objectives.








 

Use participatory, hands-on learning


 

Practice tasks in real-world setting


 

Limit lecture & reading OSHA standards


 

Present in classroom 1st, then perform in shop


 

Share fall stories to personalize 


 

Use small group discussion to problem-solve


 

Focus on attitudes, beliefs, risk perceptions


 

Use repetition & reinforcement 


 

Empower apprentices to identify safe work 
methods & consistently use them on the job

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HAZARD RECOGNITION: If an apprentice does not recognize a hazard they will not be aware of it’s danger. 
HAZARD AWARENESS: If an apprentice is aware of the hazard and the danger it presents, they are more likely to alter their behavior to avoid, eliminate, or attempt to control the hazard and reduce the danger it presents.   



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-Apprentice Area Residential Prop: 
Exterior; Pump Jacks and Powered Pump Jacks Training. 
Interior; Leading Edge, Floor Opening, Window & Door Opening, Guard Rail, Ladder Blocks, Ladders, Wall Walkers, Truss Setting, Stay Lath Application, and Roof Sheathing Training.   





 

New apprentices (Introduction) 
◦

 
18 training objectives



 

6 month apprentices (Health & Safety)  
◦

 
8 training objectives



 

1st

 
year apprentices (Residential Framing)  

◦

 
6 training objectives



 

3rd

 
year apprentices (Scaffolding & Rigging)

◦

 
9 training objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each area builds off the previous areas objectives. 



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
OpeningsOpenings
EdgesEdges

Discuss Discuss 
guardrailguardrail

CAZCAZ’’s not s not 
addressedaddressed

Guardrails Guardrails –– discuss when/where discuss when/where 
guardrail needed, show how to guardrail needed, show how to 
install safety boot, test to 200#install safety boot, test to 200#
Leading edges Leading edges –– show CAZ line, show CAZ line, 
discuss CAZ monitoring, training discuss CAZ monitoring, training 
& restricted access& restricted access
Holes Holes –– discuss 2discuss 2”” definition of definition of 
hole, show how to cover hole w/ hole, show how to cover hole w/ 
board & hole covererboard & hole coverer
Joists Joists –– discuss how to install discuss how to install 
floor joists from ladder, not platefloor joists from ladder, not plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Openings and Leading Edges are addressed in the Pre-Apprentice, Health & Safety, and Residential areas. 



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
General General 
Fall Fall 
SafetySafety

Brief Brief 
discussiondiscussion

Discuss fall stats, sort worksite Discuss fall stats, sort worksite 
pictures by risk & discuss in pictures by risk & discuss in 
groups, show CPWR fall DVDgroups, show CPWR fall DVD

Ladder Ladder 
SafetySafety

Brief Brief 
discussiondiscussion

practice setpractice set--up/climbing up/climbing 
step/ext ladders w/ instructor step/ext ladders w/ instructor 
feedbackfeedback

Truss Truss 
SafetySafety

Discuss in Discuss in 
classclass

In addition to discussion, will In addition to discussion, will 
point out on prop how to point out on prop how to 
set/secure truss from ladder set/secure truss from ladder 
w/o walking on top platew/o walking on top plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fall Safety in General, Ladder Safety, and Truss Setting Safety are addressed in the Pre-Apprentice, Health & Safety, Residential, and Scaffolding and Rigging areas.  



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
Scaffold Scaffold 
SafetySafety

3030--min min 
shop shop 
training training 

In shop identify different types In shop identify different types 
of scaffolding & risks of scaffolding & risks 
associated with scaffold use associated with scaffold use 

PFASPFAS Apprentices Apprentices 
choose & choose & 
applyapply

Apprentices choose & apply Apprentices choose & apply 
PFAS, instructor checks if PFAS, instructor checks if 
properly applied properly applied 

General General 
Fall Fall 
SafetySafety

Brief Brief 
discussiondiscussion

Discuss fall stats, sort worksite Discuss fall stats, sort worksite 
pictures by risk & discuss in pictures by risk & discuss in 
groups, show CPWR fall DVDgroups, show CPWR fall DVD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Audits found apprentices not using PFAS regularly, so moved some of the training to later in the curriculum.
Audits found walking surfaces and edges were frequently unmarked.
Audits showed a need for CAZ use and knowledge training. 
Audits showed ways apprentices learn best is when hand-on training is involved.
We focused briefly on the residential guidelines, but they were never really presented at this time.
However, CFR 1926 Subpart M Fall Protection, Appendix E (V.) Sample Fall Protection Plan for Residential Construction used.   




Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk Perception Exercise; Explain Set-Up.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk Perception Exercise; Explain Out Comes.  



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
OpeningsOpenings
EdgesEdges

Discuss Discuss 
guardrailguardrail

CAZCAZ’’s not s not 
addressedaddressed

Guardrails Guardrails –– discuss when/where discuss when/where 
guardrail needed, show how to guardrail needed, show how to 
install safety boot, test to 200#install safety boot, test to 200#
Leading edges Leading edges –– show CAZ line, show CAZ line, 
discuss CAZ monitoring, training discuss CAZ monitoring, training 
& restricted access& restricted access
Holes Holes –– discuss 2discuss 2”” definition of definition of 
hole, show how to cover hole w/ hole, show how to cover hole w/ 
board & hole covererboard & hole coverer
Joists Joists –– discuss how to install discuss how to install 
floor joists from ladder, not platefloor joists from ladder, not plate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review key points. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-Apprentice Residential Prop: Guard Rails (Safety Boots and Gussets), Covers (Holes over two inches, HVAC holes), Leading Edge (Subfloor Plywood), Door and Window Openings (Guard Rails), Controlled Access Zones (CAZ) (Orange Painted Line), When picking up plywood off subfloor always look underneath for holes before you step forward to hoist plywood on your shoulder.     



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
Ladder Ladder 
SafetySafety

Brief Brief 
discussiondiscussion

practice setpractice set--up/climbing up/climbing 
step/ext ladders w/ instructor step/ext ladders w/ instructor 
feedbackfeedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review key points. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-Apprentice Residential Prop: Discuss and demonstrate proper set-up and use of step ladders (three point contact), point out Plywood Gussets on Guard Rail Posts, point out and discuss Wall Walkers (can be used on both sides of wall, guard rails can be installed if required).   



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
Scaffold Scaffold 
SafetySafety

3030--min min 
shop shop 
training (LJ, training (LJ, 
PJ, Bakers)PJ, Bakers)

In shop identify different types In shop identify different types 
of scaffolding & risks of scaffolding & risks 
associated with scaffold use associated with scaffold use 

PFASPFAS Apprentices Apprentices 
choose & choose & 
applyapply

Apprentices choose & apply Apprentices choose & apply 
PFAS, instructor checks if PFAS, instructor checks if 
properly applied properly applied 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Audits found apprentices not using PFAS regularly, so moved some of the training to later in the curriculum.
Scaffolding; Toe Boards, Roof Jacks, Ladder Jacks, Pump Jacks, Wall Walkers, Mobil Towers, and Frame Scaffold covered.    




Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-Apprentice Roof Section Prop and Health & Safety Fall Protection Wall Prop both utilized. 
Note; Four Bay Frame Scaffold and Mobile Tower Scaffold with Bolt on Ladders and Guard Rails. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heath & Safety Fall Protection Wall Prop; PFAS Worn and Ladder Jack Scaffold Discussed. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pre-Apprentice Roof Section Prop; PFAS Worn and Anchorage Options Demonstrated, Toe Boards and Roof Jacks Utilized. 
Note; Baker/Perry Type Mobile Scaffold in Background. 



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
General General 
Fall Fall 
ProtectionProtection

OSHA 1926 OSHA 1926 
lecture, lecture, 
fatality fatality 
pictures, pictures, 
storiesstories

Present fall prevention Present fall prevention 
methods specific to residential methods specific to residential 
construction, choose best fall construction, choose best fall 
protection method for various protection method for various 
scenarios, CAZ requirementsscenarios, CAZ requirements

PFASPFAS Lecture, free Lecture, free 
fall distance fall distance 
computed, computed, 
instructor instructor 
demodemo

In addition to classroom In addition to classroom 
activities each student activities each student 
chooses, inspects, applies chooses, inspects, applies 
PFAS & climbs LJ, attaches to PFAS & climbs LJ, attaches to 
lifelinelifeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CFR 1926 Subpart M Fall Protection, Appendix E (V.) Sample Fall Protection Plan for Residential Construction covered. 
At this level of their training apprentices will not only wear PFAS but they will hook-up and climb with PFAS.     




AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter

Ladder Ladder 
SafetySafety

Highlight in Highlight in 
OSHA book, OSHA book, 
share ladder share ladder 
storiesstories

Share ladder stories, show Share ladder stories, show 
ladder movie, inspect/set/climb ladder movie, inspect/set/climb 
step/extension ladders, discuss step/extension ladders, discuss 
how to work from laddershow to work from ladders

Scaffold Scaffold 
SafetySafety

Lecture, Lecture, 
highlight in highlight in 
OSHA book, OSHA book, 
stories, stories, 
picturespictures

Scaffold hazards shown & Scaffold hazards shown & 
discussed, in the shop students discussed, in the shop students 
climb LJ & tie off, discuss PJ, climb LJ & tie off, discuss PJ, 
students erect welded tubular students erect welded tubular 
frame scaffold & climbframe scaffold & climb

Truss Truss 
SafetySafety

Briefly Briefly 
mentionedmentioned

Hook up gable truss & single Hook up gable truss & single 
trusses w/ crane & set in placetrusses w/ crane & set in place

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ladder Safety is reinforced in the classroom and the shop.
Apprentices will not only discuss scaffolding but they will actually build Frame Scaffolding. 
In addition apprentices will physically hook-up, signal the movement off, and set Gable and Common Trusses.  





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proper set-up of Extension Ladders is demonstrated by the instructor and then by the apprentices.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apprentices will then hook-up their PFAS to a vertical lifeline with a rope grab and climb extension ladders and mount pick board on Ladder Jacks.  



AreaArea BeforeBefore AfterAfter
PFASPFAS Lecture, free Lecture, free 

fall distance fall distance 
computed, computed, 
instructor instructor 
demodemo

In addition to classroom In addition to classroom 
activities each student activities each student 
chooses, inspects, applies chooses, inspects, applies 
PFAS & climbs LJ, attaches to PFAS & climbs LJ, attaches to 
lifelinelifeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review key points. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor will demonstrate proper way to wear a PFAS. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apprentices will then demonstrate how to properly wear PFAS. 
A variety of Lanyards will then be discussed. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A variety of anchorages will then be discussed.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Apprentices will mount a Baker/Perry type scaffold and hook-up their rope grab to a vertical lifeline and be suspended for a brief period of time.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this brief suspension is to reinforce the phenomenon of SUSPENSION TRAUMA. 





 

Sub-floor framing:
 

discuss leading edges & 
covering stairwell opening



 

Wall framing:
 

discuss guarding window/door 
openings, covering HVAC holes & not walking 
ladder blocks 



 

Roof framing:
 

20-minute discussion of fall 
prevention methods, fall story shared, show 
pictures of correct way to set truss, brace & 
install stay lap, discourage top plate standing



 

In shop:
 

inform students of safety rules and 
deduct points from shop grade for all 
violations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reviewing these fall hazards during the apprentices Residential Unit reinforces their previous training.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
While framing and sheathing subfloors apprentices grades are affected by their safe performance of this task.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
While framing walls apprentices grades are affected by their safe performance of this task.   




Presenter
Presentation Notes
When framing roofs apprentices grades are affected by their safe performance of this task.  





 

Scaffolding
◦

 
Use of ladders, guard rails &  PFAS as they      
relate to scaffolding standards are presented

◦

 
Students choose correct size ladder, set, & climb while 
erecting scaffolding
◦

 
While erecting scaffold proper fall practices are used
◦

 
Students identify violations in scaffold pictures, discuss 
what led to the violation, and how to abate the violation



 

Rigging
◦

 
Use of crane, hoists & chain falls practiced in the shop 
◦

 
Crane setup and truss hook up procedures shown
◦

 
Discuss the hook-up, moving & landing of trusses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scaffolding Unit: Ladder Safety, Scaffolding Safety, and proper use of PFAS are reinforced throughout this unit. 
Rigging Unit: Proper and Safe Rigging Techniques and Proper Signaling are stressed throughout this unit.     





 

Monitor curriculum delivery
◦

 
Note variations in training each time delivered
◦

 
If change improved training integrate into lesson 
plans for future sessions



 

Monitor objective achievement
◦

 
Initially only 73% in Term 2
◦

 
Modified objectives to be more realistic 
◦

 
Overall 90% objective achievement rate



 

Continue to modify delivery method and 
objectives to best meet needs of apprentices 
and instructors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We began by creating specific learning objectives for 4 of the 8 training sessions, which were reinforced throughout the 4-year curriculum. A residential prop was created for hands-on experiences in the workshop. A new teaching strategy was the use of pictures and group discussions to share perceptions of risk among apprentices, empowering them to identify safe work methods. Discussions also encouraged apprentices to share personal experiences from the worksite. Instructors would also share stories from their own experiences and those of their peers. 

Our research team met regularly with the instructors to discuss progress and barriers with the new curriculum. The instructors logged achievement of the learning objectives and described variances from the lesson plan each time the session was taught to insure consistency. Initially objectives were not consistently achieved due to time constraints, however  this improved significantly with repetition and modification of the objectives, which included reducing the number to achieve from 43 to 41. 






 

Focus groups for apprenticeship feedback:
◦

 
96% felt that the prop is an effective training tool
◦

 
81% stated they will change their work habits



 

Quotes from apprentices:
◦

 
“I will use these safety tactics daily, I had no knowledge 
of them before.”
◦

 
“I learned a lot about my own interpretation of risks.”
◦

 
“You scared the heck out of me by telling me all the 
ways I’m going to die!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are continually monitoring results of the curriculum implementation and making changes when necessary. Focus groups were again used to assess the effectiveness of these changes, and to gain feedback from the apprentices on what was most effective and meaningful. 
Read stats and Quotes; Are intention is not to scare apprentices away from the trade but to make sure they understand how dangerous the trade can be if you don’t approach it every day with safe work practices in mind.    

As you can see from these quotes, we have been able to make an impression on these apprentices and we can already see that we are making an impact with the revised curriculum. We will continue to adjust the curriculum to best meet apprentice needs. 



Phase I

Phase III

Phase II

Comprehensive 
Needs Assessment

Fall Prevention Training 
Curriculum Changes

Evaluation of 
Effectiveness



 

Worksite Audits-933


 

Questionnaires-200

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VICKI; We began the final phase of our project this spring by venturing out to the worksites collecting observation data. Re-administration the questionnaires began this fall to evaluate the fall risk and prevention behaviors among the apprentices trained with the new curriculum compared to those trained with the original. We will use this information in addition to focus group feedback to compare the knowledge, attitudes and perceptions of risk related to falls at the worksite both at baseline and after curriculum changes.
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Presentation Notes
Training showed improvement in all areas, some significant.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSHA knowledge did not improve much, if any, in most areas, perhaps a reflection of the additional hands-on shop training while scaling back time in the classroom.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most residential framing crews are made up of 2 or 3 apprentices and 1 foreman, this graph reflects that apparently our training is changing apprentices behaviors. 
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Presentation Notes
Reflects similar findings of last graph. 
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Presentation Notes
Behavioral improvements again.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A degrease in falls, just a coincidence? 





 

Falls from heights are common in construction


 

Despite training & mentorship apprentice 
carpenters lack fall prevention knowledge



 

Unsafe behaviors at heights are common


 

Instructors can develop training to address 
knowledge gaps & change behaviors



 

Training can result in improved safety when 
working at heights



 

Using needs assessment to drive intervention 
was an effective method to drive training



 

Methods can be replicated  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The instructors involved in the training this study examines are extremely dedicated to the prevention of falls in the future. 





 

Monitor long-term effects of curriculum


 

Develop worksite based fall prevention training 
& foreman mentorship program to decrease falls
◦

 
Use needs assessment to identify current state
◦

 
Develop 1-day foremen training
◦

 
Measure effects of training on fall behaviors 



 

Increase use of fall prevention technology
◦

 
Measure current use of residential fall technology
◦

 
Pilot fall prevention devices
◦

 
Measure effects 



 

Disseminate our methods, tools, and results
◦

 
SAFR on the eLCOSH website www.cdc.gov/elcosh/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do have a few overall recommendations for future research:
There are many opportunities to decrease falls in the 1.5 million Carpenters in the United States. Although many challenges exist in residential construction research, there is a lot of value in working through those challenges, in partnerships, to protect these workers. Apprenticeship programs, unions, contractors, and carpenters are all anxious to collaborate with researchers.

We would also recommend that other researchers and training programs use our audit tool in their respective settings. It is available online at the web address listed here. With simple modifications, it can be adjusted to fit the needs of other settings, not just carpentry research.

Finally, we do plan to collaborate with contractors in the next phase of our research, working with both apprentices and supervisors to do on-site training of safety behaviors.

http://www.cdc.gov/elcosh/


Presenter
Presentation Notes
What training methods have you 
  found to be effective?
How do you balance skill-based
   training with safety training?
What do you find gets students to focus on safety and injury prevention?
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